
Unit 1:  Measurement 
Chemistry I 

 

Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis 

Pre-Lab 
1. Define qualitative. 

 

2. Define quantitative. 

Procedure 
1. Obtain two small beakers (100-150 mL).  Pour 50 mL of copper II chloride (CuCl2) solution into 

one beaker and 50 mL of copper II sulfate (CuSO4) solution into the other beaker.  Record the 

appearance of each solution. 

2. Obtain a thermometer and record the initial temperature of each solution. 

3. Obtain a ruler and scissors.  Cut two small squares of aluminum foil measuring 2 cm x 2 cm.  

Observe and record the appearance of the aluminum foil. 

4. Slightly crumple the foil (but do not roll into a ball) Drop a piece of foil into each beaker and 

observe for five minutes. 

5. Gently stir each solution with a stirring rod for ten minutes.  Observe from the side; do not lean 

directly over the beakers or breathe any vapors! 

6. Record the final temperature and appearance of each solution. 

7. Decant off the liquid from each beaker into another small, clean beaker.  Observe and record 

the appearance of the remaining solid in each beaker.  Dump waste liquid into appropriate 

waste container. 

8. Use a paper towel to wipe out the solid.  Place the solids in the trash can. 

Data 
*Include units on all measurements! 

 CuCl2 CuSO4 

Appearance of solution before 
adding aluminum 

  

Appearance of aluminum before 
adding to solution 

  

Temperature of solution before 
adding aluminum 

  

Appearance of solution after 
adding aluminum 

  

Temperature of solution after 
adding aluminum 

  

Appearance of solid after 
adding aluminum 

  

 



2 Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis 

 

Conclusion 
In complete sentences describe the following: 

1. Qualitative measurements of the solution and aluminum BEFORE they were mixed.  Be specific 

about which chemical(s) you are talking about. 

 

 

 

 

2. Quantitative measurements of the solution and aluminum BEFORE they were mixed. 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Qualitative measurements of the solution and solid AFTER they were mixed. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Quantitative measurements of the solution and solid after they were mixed. 


